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THE GRAVH.

4th sub-statute appended to
statute 276 (發塚)，in 1735,
modified in 1778.
(abstract from Groot, Rel. System of China)

*

Fourth Supplementary Article.
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»If some one, coveting another's burial ground which brings
good luck (to the offspring), has. fraudulently dug up a grave of
ancient date, at:td the descendants . of that dead person lodge a
complaint against him with the magistrates, who, on investigating the
case, find incontestable proofs of the crime, the perpetrator thereof
shall be condemned to strangulation in accordance with the fundamental law against opening coffins and rendering visible the corpses
therein contained, and be imprisoned until his sentence has been
confirmed by the higher authorities (See the first fundamental article).
»Should there, ho.wever, be no offspring of that dead person,
or no incontestable proofs exist that the old grave is really that of
some person of former times, and it should appear that 'people, on
seeing a burial performed in a place where there was a heap of ·
earth, have pretended without good reasons that it was a grave of
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a remote ancestor of theirs, bringing with them bad folks of the same
sort as themselves to lodge a complaint in concert with them and to
bear witness with them, for the purpose of plunging innocent folks
into grief a.nd trouble - in such a case, after the truth has been
properly ascertained , the chief culprits shall be sentenced according
~ the law which provides for cases of false accusation against others
when the sentence of death has not yet been executed, that is to
say, they shall be punished with· one ·hundred blows with· the long
stick and transportation for life to a distance of 3000 miles 1. And
their accomplices shall each bti sentenced in accordance with the law
which contains provisos against accomplices in false complaints.
>>But, if ·the grave be really that ·of a remote ancestor of the
·party concerned, and this ancestor has been dug up by others and
another corpse fraud~ently buried in his place, ·- it then this ·
second coffin be dug up (by the original owners of the grave) and ·
cast away, they shall be punished with sixty blows with the long
stick, in accordance with the law against sons or grandsons who,
should their grandparents or parents be killed, do not enter a
complaint with tb.e authorities, but, takin~ the law into their own
hands, slay the murderer. 大清律例−art. 323-01
» 'Sh6uld the parties who ha:ve buried the corpse in a ·fraudulent
manner not have unearthed the old· corpse or done any .damage to
the same, but simply performed the burial in the immediate proximity of the tumulns, then the original owners snail, if they have
dug out the second r.orpse without authorisation, be senteneed according to the fundamental law which provides against those who, when
a persOn is found dead within the precincts of a place, do not
inform the magistrates thereof, but arbitrarily transfer the corpse
to another spot (sixth fundamental art.). And if thereafter the corpse
or the s}celeton be mutilated (by others), or cast away, they shall
be sentenced according to the fundamental law which provides
against those who, when a person is found dead within the
precincts of a place, transfer the corpse to another spot, in consequence of which it is mutilated or cast away (see the sixth
fundamental art.).
»If the fraudulent burial has not been performed in a burial ground,
but simply in a field, meadow or garden, and the owner of this
ground has dug up the grave, opened · the coffin , and ·rendered the
corpse visible, he shall be cond~mned to strangulation, in accord1 Comp. Chapter lJO of the Code, § ~ ~

(
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ance with the fundamental law (art. I). But if he has not opened
the coffin or rendered the corpse visible, his sentence shall be reduced by Qne degree of punishment, likewise in accordance with
the fundamental law (art. I).
»If both parties are relations by consanguinity or affinity, so that
there exist mourning ties between the· corpse in the damaged grave or
coffin and the perpetrators, each one of the latter shall be sentenced
in accordance with the gradations of mourning as fixed by law.
Fifth Supplementary Article.
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,, If - apart from the case when people, without valid reasons,
take ·a buried coffin out of a ·grave and burn it, which is a crime
that must be punished in accordRnce with the ·supplementary articles - it should occur that obstacles are laid in the way of a burial
becaus~ the ground is in dispute , and yet s~ch burial be arrogantly
performed in those grounds after the parties have opened a coffin
therein buried , placed t4e remains in an urn and interred them ,
they shall also be punished according to the· (first and second)
fundamental articles which contain provisos against opening coffin~,
rendering corpses visible and mutilating them.
.
;) Should any person secretly bury other bones under a tumulus
which he has thrown up for that purpose, and then falsely
pretend that the ·spot is a patrimonial possession of his , it
shall be inquired into whether this burial has taken place by an
abuse of authority, and the culprit in this case shall be punished
according to the fundamental law which provides against forcible
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to the fundamental laws against homicide, and the article concerning
the throwing away of dead bodies is here not applicable.
»And if in a house, in the dark, an attack has been made,
entailing manslaughter in consequence of fornication or robbery, or
if thieves or robbers have murderously assailed any one in the open
field or on the public highroad, then to those who cannot be
brought up for trial for this crime, but who have tolerated the
mutilation of the corpse, its being cast away, buried or taken to an
abyss or well and thrown therein, the (sixth) fundamental article
containing provisos ~gainst those who, when a person is found dead
within the precincts of a place, do not inform the magistrates, but
secretly transfer it elsewhere and hide it in the ground, shall be
applicable, that is to say, eighty blows with the long stick shall be
inflicted upon them. And if in consequence of their non-activity the
corpse was lost, the (sixth) fundamental article against those who,
when a dead body is found within the pr~incts of a place, transfer it to another spot, so that it is lost, shall be applicable to them,
and a hundred blows with the long stick shall be inflicted.
»If, after such a murder , some one, harbouring feelings of hatred
and .revenge, in a fit of cruelty mutilates the corpse or throws it into
the water or the fire, or cuts and hacks, injmes and wounds it, he
shall be sentenced according to the (third) fundamental article which
contains provisos against mutilating or throwing away of dead bodies.
>>All other persons who have accompanied the perpetrators of the
crime, helped them in the attack -or taken an active part in the
fight, shall, if accused of the throwing away or the mangling of the
corpse, or of its transportation to another spot, or of its burial etc.,
be specially tried under the application of the provisos contained
in the present supplementary article.
Ninth Supplementary Article.
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>>Whenever people have fraudulently buried a corpse- apart from
the cases when they have encroached upon the grave of another,
dug it up, opened the coffin, or rendered the corpse visible, for
which crimes they are to be punished according to the fundamental and supplementary articles - if then, after that b-urial has
been performed, the grave be dug up by the owner of the ground
and the corpse thrown away or mutilated, it shall not be taken
into consideration whether the buried corps~ is that of a superior:
or senior family member (of the buriers) or an inferior or junior
relation of• theirs, but to all of them the fundamental law shAll be
applic!lhle. which contains provisos against forcible appropriation of
grounds which are reserved by the Government or belong to the
people (Comp. the fifth supplementary article) , viz. one hundred
blows with the long stick shall be inflicted , followed by a lifelong
,banishment to a country three thousand miles away.
>>Should such a fraudulent burial have been performed in burial ground which is owned by another, or in the close proximity of a
tumulus without incroaching upon the grave itself, then, in case
the owner of the ground has dug up the (new) grave and has acted
as above, the- same law which demands transportation for life for
forcible appro.priation of grounds shall be applicable (to the buriers),
but with a reduction of one degree, so that the punishment shall
amount t0 ooe hundred blows with the long stic_k and banishment
for three years.
>>And if they haft only fraudulently buried the deaq in a field
or in an ordinary plot of ground, again the same law shall be
. applicable to , them, but with a reduction of two degrees, so that
they shaH <l.eceive ninety blows with the long stick and be banisher
for two 'jC'itlrs ·a nd a half.
>>Besides, (in each of these three cases) the family of the offenders
shall be enjoined to remove t~_ remains within one month, and
if they do not do so, they shall be placed in the ·c angue, no more
to be released from it until the day on which the order is executed. 'fhe geomancers and the advocates who have induced the
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culprits to perform the fraudulent burial , shall be punished together
with the chief offenders.
Tenih Supplementary Article.
(Enacted _in tbie shape in 1845)
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>>Should children or grandchildren dig up the grave of their
parent or grandparent, no distinction between chief culprits and
accomplices shall be made. If they have begun the work, but not
yet rendered the coffin or the vault visible , they shall be strangled ,
without postponement of execution till their sentence has been confirmed. Should the coffin or the vault have been rendered visible,
they shall all be beheaded, likewise without such postponement;
and if they have openerl the coffin and rendered the corpse visible,
or if they have mutilated the remains, or cast them away, they
shall all undergo slow death by the knives 1 (Comp. fundamental
art. II and III).
»If people have opened the coffins in three graves, rendering
the corpses visible, they shall all, excepted the chief culprits, wh?
shall . suffer slow death by the knives, be transported to Ili and
there be placed in government thraldom. If the chief culprits or
1 The punishmen.t also applied in cases of parricide, matricicle and rebellion. It

il,

is called l in g-c h •i, generally written ~
~hough the correct form is ~ -~ •
The word means »ignominious slashing". •It is", says the commentary to the Code,
•to be inflicted in the ·following manne1·: The criminal is sliced and -slashed until
•there remain no fleshy parts on his body. After this, the male organsaredestroyed
»with the knife, or, in the case of a woman, the female '>rgan, and then the body
»is vicerated, in order to extinguish life. Subsequently thtl limbs a1·e seve1·ed f1·om
»the . trunk and the bones destroyed, after which no more Is done": ~ ~ ;;ff
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practically the mutilation is confined to a few slashel! quickly followed by decapitation.

